
Walking with Walk Guide #1
Appreciation

A Walk that Reconnects
~ exercising our Active Hope in uncertain times

~

Time Elements of the walk

3mins Welcome to this walk. As you set out put on your headphones and press play on the audio

10mins A wonder wander

As you continue walking, start noticing what draws your attention and appreciation, your ‘wonder’, in
the landscape around you. You are invited to playfully name your way through this part of the National
Forest, aloud if with others, aloud or internally if solo. Simply naming what you see, hear, feel,
smell….tuning into and enjoying your senses, in the moment.

eg: ‘Bird on branch’.. ‘moving grass’... ‘sunlight on water’... ‘soft breeze’.... ‘Rustling’.....

Continue this simple exercise, refraining from any discussion, for at least 5 minutes or more,
welcoming silence too. If with others, you may wish to continue afterwards into dialogue, or if solo,
reflecting internally or jotting notes, on what it feels like to be ‘wondered’ by a landscape.

Having named your way on this first part of your walk you may wish to stop and enjoy some of these
‘wonders’ for a time, or it may feel good to keep walking, senses open, for a while.

7mins Being present in our body - Audio 1

When you are ready, find a suitable and relatively undisturbed spot to stop for a few minutes to
continue tuning into your senses, guided by the first audio track.

Continue with the audio, press play now.

15mins Exploring appreciation

As you continue walking, or if you prefer finding a comfortable place to sit with your
partner/alone, try these sentence starters. Give each other / yourself at least 2 minutes
response time per sentence starter. If with others you may wish to respond to all three in a
row,then switch, or take it in turns one at a time.

Allow the space to really hear yourself/your partner - letting what you’ve heard
sink in, suspending judgement or the need for verbal response. If solo, try journaling,
practising free writing...pen to paper and allow a continuous flow, throwing all writing norms
to the wind.  You can start the sentences as many times as you like.
1) Something I like about this place is...
2) Something I enjoy about walking is...
3) Through walking in this landscape I feel...



Allow yourself a moment for a few deep breaths, taking in your surroundings. Then when you’re
ready, walk on for a while, or move straight into Audio 2.

20mins Stories of our time - Audio 2

We’re going to walk for a few minutes, listening to some food for thought on different stories we might
understand these times by. We will invite you to think about the different challenges that we are
facing, linking the personal with the national with the global.

Continue with the audio, press play now.

5mins Continue walking

If you feel any tension after your previous conversation, as you continue walking you might like to
stomp along the path for a while or shake off tension as if you were shaking off water.

7mins Evolutionary gifts of the animals - Audio 3

For this guided audio we invite you to find a quiet place to stop, either to stand, sit or lie down for
around 7 minutes.

When you are ready to continue with the audio press play.

10mins Exploring perspective

As you did when exploring appreciation, here are some sentence starters to continue. They are
offered as a way into exploring the powerful perspectives or stories that walking in nature can offer
us. These can support us in navigating these turbulent times, acting as a compass to living in
balance.

Choose two or more that feel relevant.

- A shift that I’ve experienced when out walking is…..
- When I walk in places like this, a shift in perspective it offers me is….
- A lesson offered by nature that I find helpful is…..
- When I think about the longer view of time I’m inspired by….

When you are ready move on to the activity below.

10mins Stepping into action

As you continue walking, find a spot to take a photo of this landscape, including yourself in some way,
that connects to your appreciation and/or wellbeing and the National Forest. This could be something
you keep as a reminder to yourself, to look at in coming days, or you may wish to share on social
media to encourage others to embark on a Walk that Reconnects in the National Forest.
Use the hashtags #theNationalForest #NFwalksthatreconnect

3mins Continue with the audio to close this walk, press play now.

Thank you for choosing to gift yourself time to walk, discover and connect with these guided
Walks that Reconnect here in the National Forest. We hope you enjoyed the experience. We’d
love to hear how it was for you, this would help us to continue developing walks like these.
We’d welcome your feedback here.

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/thenationalforest/
https://forms.gle/U3ryBFdWa2dxUSXo7

